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Introduction
SiC based Ceramic Matrix Composites (CMCs) are materials of interest for the aerospace industry
because of their appealing combinations of properties including high thermal, mechanical and chemical
stability and low weight.
Reliable and effective joining technologies are required to assemble these materials in complex shapes
or to integrate them into existing metallic parts forming hybrid structures.
Liquid based processes (e.g. brazing, transient liquid phase bonding) are often preferable to avoid
surface preparation, high pressures or when the adjoining surfaces are not flat.
In this context, a new understanding of wetting and interfacial reactivity of liquid brazing alloys in
contact with the materials to be joined, is essential.
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Background
Using pure Ni or Co for brazing SiC is unfeasible because of the strong reactivity towards the ceramic substrate
with dissolution and precipitation of graphite and silicides [1,2].
(M = metal which does
not form stable carbide,
e.g. Co, Ni)

Ta has been added to pure Ni and Co in order to:
Alloy

Ta (at%)

TL (°C)

Co-Ta_1
Ni-Ta_1
Ni-Ta_2

12.00
14.00
38.00

1290
1366

 control reactivity
 obtain high-temperature performances

Low Ta content
High Ta content

1395

Ni + Ta
Co + Ta
Steps of liquid-solid interactions:

Co-Ta_1

(TaC more stable than SiC)

1 - Liquid M in contact with SiC
2 - Dissolution of SiC until conc. A
3 - Precipitation of C
4 - Dissolution to B through the red line

Ni-Ta_1

Ni-Ta_2

Experiment and results
Tests were conducted by the sessile drop technique. The experimental apparatus consists of a
specially designed furnace made of two concentric, horizontal alumina tubes connected to a
high vacuum system. Angles and dimensions were measured with the AstraView image
analysis software.

 Atmosphere: vacuum (≈ 10-4 Pa)
 Metal/ceramic couples introduced very fast (≈ 30s)
into the furnace when T and Po2 reached equilibrium.
 Fast cooling after test.
 Specimens surrounded by a Zr getter to lower
the residual oxygen partial pressure

Co-Ta alloys on SiC

(Low Ta content XTa= 0.12)

CVD-SiC (CVD: chemical vapour deposition)
Characteristics: fully dense and 99.9995 at% pure;
Provenience: Morgan Advanced Materials, USA;
Preparation: polished down to 1 µm diamond paste to reach
a roughness Sa = 4 nm.
The surface measurement was conducted using
an optical confocal-interferometric profilometer (Sensofar S-neox)
over a 1.75 x 1.32 mm2 surface

Ni-Ta, Co-Ta alloys
Preparation by arc melting
to ensure homogeneity
of alloys compositions

Solid drops were obtained after remelting
several times the metals pieces under Ar inert
atmosphere and in presence of a Zr getter
in order to avoid any oxygen contamination

Ni-Ta alloys on SiC

 Dissolution of SiC substrate and formation of TaC, graphite and Co silicides

Surface of the CVD-SiC
before tests (Interferometer)

(Low Ta content XTa= 0.14)

 Dissolution of ceramic
 Formation of TaC, graphite and Ni silicides

Evaluation of wetting and kinetics

θf = 26°

Evaluation of wetting and kinetics

θf = 42°
CoSi

For low Ta content the interfacial behaviour is dissolutive, similarly
to the pure metals ones and the respective ternary phase diagrams
Ni-Ta alloys on SiC

Thermodynamic approach

(High Ta content XTa= 0.38)

Evaluation of wetting and kinetics

θf < 10°

Metal-ceramic interface:
TaC (2 µm), NiTa2 (5 µm)

NiTa

A thorough study of the binary and ternary diagrams including the elements of the
ceramic substrate (C, Si) and of the alloys (Co, Ni, Ta) has started.

Ni2Ta

C-Si-Ta system;
isothermal section (1100°C)

Goal of the study:

NiTa2
TaC

SiC(s) + Ta(l)  TaC(s) + Si(l)
ΔG = - 98.28 kJ/mol at 1700 K

 Solidification of the drop during tests,
i.e. formation of new compounds.

Bulk: no silicides,
low amount of Si dissolved

For high Ta content the dissolution is almost suppressed

C-Ni-Si ternary system; X(C)-X(Si)=0

 Thermodynamic database including
C, Co, Ni , Si, Ta.
 Definition of the new ternary
phases (e.g. CoSi7Ta6).
 Joining improvement: definition of the best alloys compositions
and process parameters
 Prediction and evaluation of the higher order phase equilibria.

Conclusions






A good wetting was obtained for Ta-X (X=Ni, Co) alloys in contact with CVD-SiC substrates.
The interfacial behaviour was found to be the result of the interplay between dissolution of the ceramic phase and formation of interfacial TaC.
At low contents of Ta, dissolution of the SiC substrate was found similar to the well known systems Ni-Si-C and Co-Si-C with formation of silicides and graphite.
Using alloys with high content of Ta led to the suppression of dissolution and formation of a layer of TaC at the metal/ceramic interface.
Thermodynamic description and CALPHAD calculation of the C-Ni-Si-Ta and C-Co-Si-Ta systems are under way to interpret the interfacial phenomena and reactivity and
assist the choice of reliable brazing alloys.
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